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Abstract
We disprove the conjecture of Cvetkovic´ posed in 1983 that the components of non-
complete extended p-sum (NEPS) of connected bipartite graphs are almost cospectral (cf.
D. Cvetkovic´, Publ. Inst. Math. (Beograd) 33 (47) (1983) 29–33). However, we do find the
necessary condition for the components to be almost cospectral and we conjecture that it is
also the sufficient condition. In the last part of the paper, we are interested in the question
when NEPS of bipartite graphs is itself bipartite. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider only simple non-trivial graphs. The non-complete ex-
tended p-sum (NEPS) of graphs is a very general graph operation. Many graph oper-
ations are special cases of NEPS, to name just the sum, product and strong product
of graphs. It is defined for the first time in [4]. The following definition is taken from
[5, p. 66], with minor modification.
Definition 1. LetB be a set of binary n-tuples, i.e.B  f0; 1gn n f.0; : : : ; 0/g such
that for every i D 1; : : : ; n there exists  2 B with i D 1: The non-complete
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extended p-sum (NEPS) of graphs G1; : : : ;Gn with basis B; denoted by NEPS
.G1; : : : ;GnIB/; is the graph with the vertex set V .G1/     V .Gn/; in which
two vertices .u1; : : : ; un/ and .v1; : : : ; vn/ are adjacent if and only if there exists
.1; : : : ; n/ 2 B such that ui is adjacent to vi in Gi whenever i D 1; and ui D vi
whenever i D 0:
Graphs G1; : : : ;Gn are called the factors of NEPS. The condition that for every
i D 1; : : : ; n there exists  2 B with i D 1; which does not appear in the definition
in [5, p. 66], implies that NEPS effectively depends on each Gi:
Example. In particular, for n D 2 we have the following instances of NEPS: the
productG1 G2;whenB D f.1; 1/g; the sumG1 CG2;whenB D f.0; 1/; .1; 0/g;
the strong sum G1 G2; when B D f.1; 1/; .0; 1/g; and the strong product G1 
G2; whenB D f.0; 1/; .1; 0/; .1; 1/g.
One of the most important properties of NEPS of graphs is that its spectrum can
be represented by the spectra of its factors (see, e.g., Theorem 2.23 in [5]).
Theorem 1. The spectrum of NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/ consists of all possible values
K given by
K D
X
2B

i
1    nn ; (1)
where i is an arbitrary eigenvalue of Gi; i D 1; : : : ; n:
Two graphs are said to be almost cospectral if their non-zero eigenvalues; includ-
ing multiplicities; coincide. Cvetkovic´ [2] conjectured that the components of NEPS
of connected bipartite graphs are almost cospectral. In the same paper; he proved this
conjecture for the product of graphs; and in [3] for some other special cases of NEPS.
However; this conjecture turns out to be false. The smallest counterexample is the
graph .P3  P3/CK2 with spectrum T32; 17;−17;−32U; shown in Fig. 1, which has
two components: graph K2 CK2 CK2 with spectrum T3; 13;−13;−3U and graph
K1;4 CK2 with spectrum T3; 14;−14;−3U: This counterexample is the smallest of
Fig. 1. The smallest counterexample .P3  P3/CK2:
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this form. In Section 2, we show that for arbitrary connected bipartite graphs G and
H with odd number of vertices, the graph .GH/CK2 is the counterexample to
the conjecture. It is interesting that we use Cvetkovic´’s result that the components
of the productGH are almost cospectral in order to show that the components of
.GH/CK2 are not almost cospectral.
This way we have infinitely many counterexamples, but they all use the same
basis of NEPS. Our main goal is therefore to find as many bases of NEPS as possible
for which there exists set of connected bipartite graphs whose NEPS with that basis
is the counterexample to the conjecture.
It is obvious that in the case where the components of NEPS of connected bi-
partite graphs are almost cospectral, we have that the multiplicities of its non-zero
eigenvalues are divisible by the number of its components. In Section 3, we find the
condition for the basis of NEPS from which the divisibility of the multiplicities of
non-zero eigenvalues by the number of components follows. This leads us to look
for further counterexamples between those bases of NEPS which do not fulfill this
condition. In Section 4, we show that, in fact, for each basis of NEPS which does
not fulfill this condition there exist infinitely many sets of connected bipartite graphs
whose NEPS with that basis is the counterexample to the conjecture. We end that
section with a new conjecture that the components of NEPS of connected bipar-
tite graphs are almost cospectral if and only if the basis of NEPS fulfills the given
condition.
Finally, in Section 5, we are interested in the question when NEPS of connected
graphs is itself bipartite.
This paper is written based on the author’s Ph.D. thesis [9].
2. Counterexamples in the form .G  H/ C K2
Cvetkovic´ [2] proved the following.
Theorem 2. If G and H are connected bipartite graphs; then the graphGH has
exactly two components which are almost cospectral.
We use this theorem to prove the following.
Theorem 3. If G and H are connected bipartite graphs with odd number of vertices;
then the graph .GH/CK2 has exactly two components which are not almost
cospectral.
Proof. Let C0 and C00 be the almost cospectral components of GH by Theorem
2. Let m0 (m00) be the multiplicity of  as the eigenvalue of C0 (C00), where m0 D 0
(m00 D 0) if  is not the eigenvalue ofC0 (C00). Then it holds thatm0 D m00 for  =D 0;
but m00 =D m000; otherwise the number of vertices of GH is even.
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From the definition of NEPS we can see that it is distributive w.r.t. union of
graphs, so that from GH D C0 [ C00 it follows that
.GH/CK2 D .C0 CK2/ [ .C00 CK2/:
It is easy to see that C0 CK2 and C00 CK2 are connected graphs, so that C0 CK2
and C00 CK2 are exactly the components of .GH/CK2:
From Theorem 1 it follows that each eigenvalue of C0 CK2 has the form  1;
where  is an eigenvalue ofC0: Thus, the multiplicity of any eigenvalue ofC0 CK2
is equal to m0−1 Cm0C1: This similarly holds for C00 CK2:
Finally, from m00 =D m000 it follows that the multiplicities of eigenvalues 1 and −1
in the components C0 CK2 and C00 CK2 are different, so that they are not almost
cospectral. 
3. On the multiplicities of eigenvalues of NEPS
From now on, we will consider the n-tuples of B as the vectors in GFn2 ; and the
basisB both as a set of vectors and as a matrix whose rows are given by these vectors.
Thus, the columns of B correspond to the factors of NEPS. We denote the rank of
the matrix B over the field GF2 by r.B/: This technique was already employed in
[8], where it was used to find the number of components of NEPS of graphs. In
this section, we are using it to find the necessary condition on the basis of NEPS of
bipartite graphs such that the multiplicities of its non-zero eigenvalues are divisible
by the number of its components.
LetG1; : : : ;Gn be bipartite graphs, and letG D NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/: Choose
the eigenvalues 1; : : : ; n of graphsG1; : : : ;Gn; resp., and let K be the correspond-
ing eigenvalue of G represented by (1). Suppose that
S D fi 2 f1; : : : ; ng : i D 0g =D f1; : : : ; ng
and let
Ann.B; S/ D f 2 B : .8i 2 S/ i D 0g:
For u 2 GFn2 define u−S 2 GFn−jSj2 ; with coordinates in the set f1; : : : ; ng − S; by
u−Si D ui for i =2 S: Now, denote
ann.B; S/ D f−S :  2 Ann.B; S/g:
Observe that it holds r.Ann.B; S// D r.ann.B; S//:
It is easy to see that if  =2 Ann.B; S/; then QniD1 ii D 0; so we can write
Eq. (1) in the form
K D
X
2Ann.B;S/
Y
i =2S

i
i D
X
−S2ann.B;S/
Y
i =2S

−Si
i : (2)
Now, if Ann.B; S/ D ;; then K D 0: Since we are interested in non-zero eigen-
values, we may suppose that Ann.B; S/ =D ; (and also ann.B; S/ =D ;).
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Since the graphGi is bipartite, for every eigenvalue i > 0 ofGi it holds that −i
is also the eigenvalue of Gi with the same multiplicity (see, e.g., Theorem 1.3.14 in
[6]), so in (1) we can put either i or −i : Therefore, we can always choose only non-
negative eigenvalues 1; : : : ; n of graphs G1; : : : ;Gn; resp., and later choose the
signs of eigenvalues i; i =2 S: To every choice of signs of eigenvalues i; i =2 S; we
can assign unique vector s 2 GFn−jSj2 ; with coordinates in the set f1; : : : ; ng − S;
defined by
si D

0 if i > 0 is chosen,
1 if −i < 0 is chosen.
Observe that, after we choose the signs corresponding to the vector s; we have
.−1/sii instead of i in (2), and therefore
K D
X
−S2ann.B;S/
Y
i =2S
..−1/si i/−Si D
X
−S2ann.B;S/
.−1/
P
i =2S si −Si
Y
i =2S

−Si
i
D
X
−S2ann.B;S/
.−1/s−S
Y
i =2S

−Si
i ; (3)
where s  −S is the usual inner product of vectors in GFn−jSj2 : It is obvious that the
choices of signs s1 and s2 yield the same eigenvalue K if
.8−S 2 ann.B; S// s1  −S D s2  −S:
But then .s2 − s1/  −S D 0 for every −S 2 ann.B; S/; so s2 2 s1 C ker ann.B; S/:
The linear subspace ker ann.B; S/ has the dimension n− jSj − r.ann.B; S//; so the
set s1 C ker ann.B; S/ has cardinality 2n−jSj−r.ann.B;S//:
If we denote by mi the multiplicity of the eigenvalue i ofGi; i D 1; : : : ; n; we
see that the specified choice of signs of these eigenvalues and all the choices equiv-
alent to it take part in the multiplicity of the eigenvalue K of G with the summand
2n−jSj−r.ann.B;S//
nY
iD1
mi :
So, we have proved the following.
Theorem 4. Let G D NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/; where G1; : : : ;Gn are arbitrary bi-
partite graphs. If for every S  f1; : : : ; ng; for which Ann.B; S/ =D ;; it holds that
jSj C r.ann.B; S// 6 r.B/; then the multiplicity of every non-zero eigenvalue of G
is divisible by 2n−r.B/:
4. Bases for which there exists counterexample
In this section, we show that for the basisB; for which there exists S  f1; : : : ; ng
such that Ann.B; S/ =D ; and jSj C r.ann.B; S// > r.B/; there exist infinitely many
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sets of bipartite graphs whose NEPS with basis B has the components that are not
almost cospectral.
Let S  f1; : : : ; ng be the set with the largest cardinality for which
ann.B; S/ =D ; and jSj C r.ann.B; S// > r.B/:
Further, let a and b be arbitrary positive integers with distinct parity, but such that
fa; bg =D f1; 2g: Let Di D Ka2i ; b2i ; i D 1; : : : ; n: Graph Di has the simple eigen-
values .ab/2i−1 and the eigenvalue 0 with odd multiplicity a2iCb2i−2: Let D D
NEPS.D1; : : : ;DnIB/: Choose the eigenvalues 1; : : : ; n of graphs D1; : : : ;Dn;
resp., such that
i D

.ab/2
i−1
; i =2 S;
0 ; i 2 S;
and the vector s 2 GFn−jSj2 ; with coordinates in f1; : : : ; ng − S; which repre-
sents the signs of eigenvalues i; i =2 S: We will prove later that the eigenvalue K;
obtained from (3), is different from 0:
Let q D PniD1 i 2i−1: It is clear that  =D γ , q =D qγ : Then for  2 Ann
.B; S/ it holds that q D Pi =2S −Si 2i−1; since i D −Si for i =2 S and i D 0
for i 2 S: Now define j for j D 1; : : : ; 2n − 1 by
j D
(
.−1/s−S if j D q for some  2 Ann.B; S/;
0 otherwise.
From i D .ab/2i−1 for i =2 S we getY
i =2S

−Si
i D .ab/
P
i =2S −S

i 2
i−1 D .ab/q ;
and the eigenvalue K ofD; obtained from this choice of eigenvalues 1; : : : ; n and
their signs, is equal to
K D
X
−S2ann.B;S/
.−1/s−S
Y
i =2S

−Si
i
D
X
2Ann.B;S/
.−1/s−S .ab/q D
2n−1X
jD1
j .ab/
j :
Now we prove that the eigenvalue K is presented in the form
P2n−1
jD1 j .ab/j in the
unique way. Suppose thatK D P2n−1jD1  j .ab/j ;where . 1; : : : ;  2n−1/ =D .1; : : : ;
2n−1/: Let !j D  j − j for j D 1; : : : ; 2n − 1; which means that !j 2 f0;1;
2g: Then P2n−1jD1 !j .ab/j D 0; and let J be the largest index for which !J =D
0; so that
P2n−1
jD1 !j .ab/j D
PJ
jD1 !j .ab/j D 0: Since ab > 3; because fa; bg =D
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f1; 2g; it is the case that .ab/J > 2 PJ−1jD1 .ab/j and it follows that j!J j .ab/J >PJ
jD1 j!j j .ab/j ; giving contradiction with
PJ
jD1 !j .ab/j D 0: This is also the
proof that K =D 0 D P2n−1jD1 0 .ab/j :
In order to find the multiplicity mK of the eigenvalue K; we must find in how
many ways by choosing the set S  f1; : : : ; ng; eigenvalues i; i D 1; : : : ; n and
their signs s 2 GFn−jSj2 we can get the coefficients  j ; obtained analogously to the
coefficients j ; for which  j D j ; j D 1; : : : ; 2n − 1: First, observe that the set S
determines the eigenvalues i; because
i D

.ab/2
i−1
; i =2 S;
0 ; i 2 S:
We have that j =D 0 and j =D 0 holds at the same time for every j D 1; : : : ; 2n −
1 if and only if j D q for some  2 Ann.B; S/ and j D q for some  2 Ann
.B; S/; from which we conclude that Ann.B; S/ D Ann.B; S/; so that
S 2 H D fT  f1; : : : ; ng : Ann.B; T / D Ann.B; S/g:
From the definition of H we see that for every T1; T2 2 H it holds that
r.ann.B; T1// D r.ann.B; T2// D r.ann.B; S//
and also T1 [ T2 2 H: Therefore, for every S 2 H it holds S  S; otherwise if S 6
S, then the set S [ S 2 H has larger cardinality than S and it holds that jS [ Sj C
r.ann.B; S [ S// > r.B/; which gives contradiction with the choice of S:
From  q D q for every  2 Ann.B; S/ it follows that s  −S D s  −S :
Since −Si D 0 for i 2 S − S; we have that s  −S D s−S
  −S; therefore
s−S 2 s C ker ann.B; S/:
From here it follows that we can choose the vector s−S in 2n−jSj−r.ann.B;S// ways.
Further, we can arbitrarily choose the coordinates si for i 2 S − S; and we conclude
that we can choose the vector s in 2n−jSj−r.ann.B;S//  2jSj−jSj D 2n−jSj−r.ann.B;S//
ways.
Now we obtain that the multiplicity mK of the eigenvalue K is equal to
mK D
X
S2H
2n−jSj−r.ann.B;S//
Y
i2S
.a2
i C b2i − 2/:
The numbers a and b are of distinct parity, therefore the productY
i2S
.a2
i C b2i − 2/
is odd for every S 2 H: Since for every S 2 H; S =D S; it holds that jSj < jSj;
we conclude that the number mK is divisible by 2n−jS
j−r.ann.B;S//; but it is not
divisible by 2n−jSj−r.ann.B;S//C1; and so it is also not divisible by 2n−r.B/; which
is the number of components of D by Theorem 2 in [8]. Therefore, we have proved
the following.
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Theorem 5. Let B  GFn2 : If there exists S  f1; : : : ; ng such that
Ann.B; S/ =D ; and jSj C r.ann.B; S// > r.B/;
then there exist infinitely many sets of connected; bipartite graphs whose NEPS with
basisB has the components that are not almost cospectral.
We did not succeed in finding any counterexample for any basis satisfying the
condition from Theorem 4, and we believe that the following conjecture is true.
Conjecture 1. Let G D NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/; whereG1; : : : ;Gn are connected,
bipartite graphs. If for every S  f1; : : : ; ng; for which Ann.B; S/ =D ;; it holds that
jSj C r.ann.B; S// 6 r.B/; then the components of G are almost cospectral.
In a private communication, Cvetkovic´ suggested the following, weaker:
Conjecture 2. Let G D NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/; where G1; : : : ;Gn are connect-
ed, bipartite graphs. If K is an eigenvalue of G; then K is the eigenvalue of each
component of G:
5. Bipartiteness of NEPS of connected graphs
In order to state the known results regarding bipartiteness of NEPS we have to
introduce the following.
Definition 2. A function in several variables is called even .odd/ w.r.t. a given non-
empty subset of variables if the function does not change its value (changes only its
sign) when all the variables from that subset are simultaneously changed in sign. The
function is even (odd) if there exists at least one non-empty subset w.r.t. which the
function is even (odd).
Let G D NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/; where G1; : : : ;Gn are connected graphs, each
containing at least one edge. Suppose also that G1; : : : ;Gk are bipartite. Let K be
the index of G; while ri is the index of Gi; i D 1; : : : ; n: From (1) it follows that
K D
X
2B
r
1
1    rnn :
All components of NEPS of connected graphs have the same index K: Naturally,
NEPS is bipartite if each of its components is bipartite. Then every component must
have −K in the spectrum. Since no component contains −K in the spectrum with the
multiplicity greater than 1; we conclude that the necessary and sufficient condition
for NEPS to be bipartite is that K and −K have the same multiplicity in the spectrum
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of NEPS. From Eq. (1) we see that −K appears in the spectrum of NEPS only if
some of the factors are bipartite (k > 0) and if there are subsets of set fx1; : : : ; xng
w.r.t. which the functionX
2B
x
1
1    xnn (4)
is odd. Accordingly, Cvetkovic´ [1] obtained the following:
Theorem 6. Let G1; : : : ;Gn be the connected graphs, each containing at least one
edge. Suppose also that G1; : : : ;Gk are bipartite. The NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/ is
bipartite graph if and only if the number of non-empty subsets of the set fx1; : : : ; xkg
w.r.t. which the function .4/ is even; is smaller by 1 from the number of such non-
empty subsets w.r.t. which it is odd.
Petric´ [7] enhanced this theorem in his thesis.
Theorem 7. Let G1; : : : ;Gn be the connected graphs, each containing at least one
edge. Suppose also that G1; : : : ;Gk are bipartite. The NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/ is
bipartite graph if and only if there exists .at least one/ non-empty subset of the set
fx1; : : : ; xkg w.r.t. which the function .4/ is odd.
Despite the fact that the question of bipartiteness of NEPS is fully solved in the
previous theorem, when it comes to actually checking the bipartiteness we see that
this theorem does not give us the better way to see whether there exists non-emp-
ty subset of the set fx1; : : : ; xkg w.r.t. which the function (4) is odd, than to check
all non-empty subsets. Therefore, we will proceed to find new characterization of
bipartiteness using the rank of basis of NEPS.
From the Corollary 2 in [8] we see that the number of components and also the
multiplicity of the index K of G are equal to 2k−r.B0/; where the matrix B0 consists
of the columns of matrixB corresponding to the bipartite graphs.
Let 1; : : : ; n be the eigenvalues of G1; : : : ;Gn; resp., such that
−K D
X
2B

1
1   nn : (5)
Since ji j 6 ri ; i D 1; : : : ; n; we have that
K D

X
2B

1
1    nn
 6
X
2B
j1j1    jnjn 6
X
2B
r
1
1    rnn D K:
From here it follows that (5) holds if and only if ji j D ri for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
and 11    nn D −r11    rnn for every  2 B: For i 2 fk C 1; : : : ; ng graph Gi
is not bipartite, so it is only possible that i D ri : For i 2 f1; : : : ; kg graph Gi is
bipartite and i can take either the value ri or −ri : Therefore, let i D .−1/si ri for
i D 1; : : : ; k; where si 2 f0; 1g: Then it holds that
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
1
1    nn D .−1/
Pk
iD1 si i r11    rnn ;
and it follows that in GF2 it holds that
.8 2 B/
kX
iD1
si  i D 1: (6)
Let s D .s1; : : : ; sk/T; and let matrix B0 consists of the columns of the matrix B
corresponding to the bipartite graphs. Then we can write system (6) in the form
B0  s D .1; : : : ; 1/T: (7)
From the Kronecker–Cappeli’s theorem it follows that system .7/ has the solution if
and only if r.B0 j .1; : : : ; 1/T/ D r.B0/: Even more, all the solutions belong to the
same coset of the subspace kerB0 of the spaceGFk2 ; so that the number of solutions
is equal to 2k−r.B0/: Therefore, we have proved the following.
Theorem 8. Let G1; : : : ;Gn be the connected graphs; each containing at least one
edge. Then NEPS.G1; : : : ;GnIB/ is bipartite graph if and only if
r.B0 j .1; : : : ; 1/T/ D r.B0/;
where the matrix B0 consists of the columns of the matrix B corresponding to the
bipartite graphs.
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